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We shall show that any two Riemann surfaces satisfying a certain 
condition, for instance, any two closed surfaces of the same genus 
g > l , can be uniformized by one group of fractional linear trans
formations (Theorem 1). This leads, in conjunction with previous 
results [2; 3] , to the simultaneous uniformization of all algebraic 
curves of a given genus (Theorems 2-4). Theorem 5 contains an ap
plication to infinitely dimensional Teichmtiller spaces. 

1. Let S be an abstract Riemann surface, ƒ a homeomorphism of 
bounded eccentricity of S onto another such surface S', and [f] the 
homotopy class of/. We call (S, [ƒ], S') a coupled pair of Riemann 
surfaces, an even (odd) pair if /preserves (reverses) orientation. Two 
coupled pairs, (S, [ƒ], S') and (Si, [fi], S') are called equivalent if 
there exist conformai homeomorphisms h and hr with h(S) =Si , h'(S) 
= S/,and [h'fhr^lfi]. 

EXAMPLE. Let m be a Beltrami differential on the Riemann sur
face So, i.e. a differential of type ( — 1 , 1), tn = (Ç)df/dÇ, with \fx\ 
^ const. < 1 . By S% we denote the surface S0 with the conformai 
structure redefined by means of the local metric \d^+fxdf | . With m 
there is associated the even pair (SJJ*, [ l ] , S), where 1 is the identity 
mapping, and the odd pair (SJ\ [t], S0) where t, denotes the natural 
mapping of S0 onto its mirror image So. The latter is defined by re
placing each local uniformization f on S0 by f. 

A group G of Möbius transformations will be called quasi-Fuchsian 
if there exists an oriented Jordan curve y o (on the Riemann sphere 
P) which is fixed under G, and if G is fixed-point-free and properly 
discontinuous in the domains J(7<?) and E(JQ) interior and exterior 
to 7(?, respectively. If y G is a circle, G is a Fuchsian group. 

A quasi-Fuchsian group G is canonically isomorphic to the funda
mental groups of the two Riemann surfaces Si = I(yG)/G and S2 

— E(yG)/G, modulo inner automorphisms. If the resulting isomor
phisms of the fundamental groups of Si onto those of S2 can be in
duced by an orientation reversing homeomorphism ƒ of bounded ec
centricity, G is called proper. In this case [ƒ] is uniquely determined. 

1 This paper represents results obtained at the Institute of Mathematical Sciences, 
New York University, under the sponsorship of the Office of Ordnance Research, 
U. S. Army, Contract No. DA-30-069-ORD-2153. 
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Thus a proper quasi-Fuchsian group represents a coupled pair 
(Si, If], S,). 

A quasi-Fuchsian group G is said to be of the first (second) kind 
if the fixed points of elements of G are (are not) dense on yG. This is, 
as one sees at once, a property of Si (or of S2). 

2. THEOREM 1. Let S be a Riemann surface with hyperbolic universal 
covering surface and (S, [ƒ], S*) an odd coupled pair. Then this pair 
(is equivalent to one which) can be represented by a quasi-Fuchsian group 
G. If G is of the first kind, then every quasi-Fuchsian group Gi repre
senting an equivalent coupled pair is of the form G\ = QGQ~l where Q is 
a Möbius transformation. 

PROOF. One sees easily that any odd coupled pair is equivalent to 
one of the form (S^, [1], So) ; we assume therefore that the given pair 
already has this form. If S% is not the sphere, the plane, the punc
tured plane or a torus, the same is true of So. In this case the classical 
uniformization theorem asserts that the pair (S0, [t], So) can be 
represented by a Fuchsian group Go; we may assume that yGo is the 
real axis. There exists a measurable function JU(JS), \z\ < » , such that 
/ i (s)sO for I m z ^ O and ix(z)dz/dz = m for Im z>0. Then |/x| ^ const. 
< 1 and ix(z)dz/dz is invariant under Go. It is known (cf. for instance, 
[ l]) that there exists a unique solution Qm(z) of the Beltrami equa
tion d£l/dz = fj,(z)dQ/dz which has generalized L2 derivatives and is a 
homeomorphism of P onto itself, with fixed points at 0, 1, 00. If 
-4o£Go, then ÇlmAo satisfies the same Beltrami equation; it follows 
that there is a Mobius transformation A with Qm.40 = -4Km. One 
verifies easily that G = OmGo0^1 is a quasi-Fuchsian group represent
ing (SQ*, [t], So). We note that yG = tim(yGo)

 n a s two-dimensional 
measure zero. 

Assume next that G is of the first kind and that the quasi-Fuchsian 
group Gi represents an equivalent pair. Then there exist conformai 
mappings <j> and \f/ with <f>(I(yG))=I(yGl)f yf/(E(yG)) = E(y0l), 0G0"1 

=^G^~1 = Gi, and, for every A<EG, <f)A<lr1 = BTl/A>p-lB~l
> B being a 

fixed element of Gi. Since ^ may be replaced by B\p, we lose no gen
erality in assuming that .5 = 1. The functions <t>(z) and \f/(z) are con-
formal homeomorphisms between Jordan domains and hence topo
logical on yGo. Since (^A^"1 =\f/A\l/-1 for u4£G, we have that <j>=yp 
at the fixed points of A. Therefore <j>—\[/ on yGo and there exists a 
homeomorphism Q of P onto itself such that QGQ"1 = Gi1 Q(z) =<t>(z) 
in 7(7G0) and Q(z) =if/(z) in E(yGo). 

Using known properties of 0m (cf. [l]) and a standard reasoning 
we verify that Qtim has L2 derivatives everywhere; so, therefore, does 
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Q. Since dQ/dz = 0 a.e., Q is conformai and hence a Möbius trans
formation. 

3. Consider now a fixed closed Riemann surface S0 of genus g > l . 
The equivalence classes of even coupled pairs (S, [ƒ], S0) are the 
points of the Teichmüller space Tg. I t is known that Tg has a natural 
complex-analytic structure and can be represented as a bounded 
domain in the number space C3fl,~3; also Tg is homeomorphic to a 
cell (cf. [2; 3] and the reference given there). If T = (TI, • • • , T30-3) 
GT a , we denote by (ST, [/T], So) any pair represented by r. There 
exists a properly discontinuous group Tg of holomorphic automor
phisms of Tg such that STl is conformally equivalent to ST2 if and 
only if n and r2 are equivalent under Tö. 

THEOREM 2. TTœre exist 2g Möbius transformations A$T) which de-
pend holomorphically on rÇzTg, satisfy the normalization conditions: 
42,__i(0)=0, ^ . 1 ( 0 0 ) = 00, i4„(l) = l, I l y - i ^ - i ^ J ^ i - i ^ r 1 * ! » 
aw J generate, for each fixed r, a quasi- Fuchsian group GT with I(yoT)/Gr 

conformally equivalent to ST. 

Holomorphic dependence of A ( T ) on TÇZT9 means, of course, that 
A(T)(Z) — [a(T)z+b(r)]/[c(T)z+d(r)]y where a, b> c, d are holomorphic 
functions. 

SKETCH OF PROOF. We may assume that 0GT f l corresponds to the 
pair (So, [ l ] , So). Let Go be the Fuchsian group (with yG0 the real 
axis) representing the odd pair (So, [1], So), and let {A^, • • • , A^} 
be a suitably normalized set of generators of G0. Every pair 
(ST, [/r], So) is equivalent to one of the form (S^, [ l ] , S0). Let 0W 

be as in the proof of Theorem 1, and set A^ = ̂ lmAf)^l~l. Using 
Theorem 1 and the properties of 0W proved in [ l ] , as well as the 
definition of the complex analytic structure of Tg (cf. [2]), one veri
fies that AJT) depend only on r and not on m, and have the required 
properties. 

Note that 7(? = fim(7G9)> so that this curve admits the representa
tion z~<r{ty r ) , — 00 < /< - ( - 00, where a depends holomorphically on 
r, and a—> 00 for | /| —> QO . 

4. Next, let S0 be as before, and let Si denote the surface obtained 
by removing some fixed point from S0. The equivalence classes of 
even coupled pairs (S, [ƒ], Si) are the points of the Teichmüller space 
Tg,i which is again a complex manifold homeomorphic to a cell and 
representable as a bounded domain in CZg~2. Using the methods of the 
proof of Theorem 2 it is not difficult to establish. 
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THEOREM 3. Tg>\ is holomorphically equivalent to the domain 
Mg^QO0"2 defined as follows: (z, r) = (2, TI, • • - , rzg^z)Ç.Mgti if and 
only if TÇLTÇ and z&I(yGr). 

The results of [2, §10] can now be restated as 

THEOREM 4. There exist finitely many meromorphic functions, 
F\{z, T)> ' ' ' 1 FN(Z, T), in Mg,i which, for every fixed r, generate the 
field of automorphic functions in I(yoT) under the group GT, i.e.—the 
field of meromorphic functions on ST. 

These functions uniformize simultaneously all algebraic function 
fields of genus g, just as the functions (?(z, 1, r ) , (P'(s, 1, r ) , \z\ < <*>, 
Im r > 0 , uniformize all elliptic function fields. 

5. Finally let So be any open Riemann surface without nontrivial 
conformai self-mapping homotopic to the identity. The Teichmüller 
space T(So), i.e. the space of equivalence classes of even pairs 
(•S> [ƒ], So) is a complete metric space (under the Teichmüller dis
tance) but, in general, infinitely dimensional. Nevertheless we may 
define a continuous complex valued function $ on T(S0) to be holo-
morphic if for every p\ = (Si, [ƒ], So) G T(SQ) and every finite sequence 
(mi, • • • , mr) of Beltrami's differentials on Si, the mapping of a 
neighborhood of 0 £ C r into C given by 

(f 1, • • - , * - , . ) - » * = (Si*~i+- * ' + ^ , [ƒ], So) -> * (p) 

is holomorphic. The method of proof of Theorem 2 yields 

THEOREM S. /ƒ (S0, [t], So) is representable by a Fuchsian group of 
the first kind, then there exist a finite or infinite sequence of Möbius 
transformations {AjP)}, depending holomorphically on pÇzT(So) and 
such that, for every fixed g = (Si, [ƒ], S0)£:T(SQ), the Ajq) generate a 
quasi-Fuchsian group Gq with I(yGq)/Gq conformally equivalent to Si. 

Thus there are many holomorphic functions as 2"(So), in particular, 
enough functions to separate points. 
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